Fully Automatic Machines for
Capsule Filling, Capsule Coating, Tablet Pressing and
High Speed Mixing

Semi and Fully Automatic Filling Machines for Bottles, Jars, Tubes and Bags
Filling, Closing and Capping Machines
Tablet Presses
Custom Designed Production Lines

Semi-Automatic Capsule Filling Machines
Capsule Banding Machines
Capsule Polishing Machines

Glenvale Packaging
Suppliers of Machinery and Equipment to the Pharmaceutical, Healthcare, Food and Drink Industries

High Speed Bottling Lines for Specific Needs

Manual and Semi-Automatic Capsule Filling Machines
Capsule and Tablet Counting Machines
Powder Mixers
Dosing Systems
Blister Pack Machines

Tablet Tooling Suppliers
Capsule Filling Machines

SF Series

The SF Series covers machines with capsule ranges of 40,000, 80,000, 100,000, 135,000 and 150,000 per hour. Others upon request. Alongside the SF series of machines, a 100% Capsule Weight Checker is now available, thereby adding further to the already comprehensive range.

Automatic Coating Machines

SFC Series

Highly efficient tablet coating system for batch sizes from 2 - 5kg up to 380 - 510kg

For Sugar coating, Organic Film and Aqua Film coating

PLC control with Touch Screen

Side vented pan construction ensures maximum coating & drying efficiency

Working time, materials, energy saving by Advanced design technology
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Sejong offer three models:
- GRC Series from 15 - 22 Stations
- MRC Series from 23 - 45 Stations
- HRC Series from 49 - 79 Stations

With both fixed and exchangeable turret designs.
Single, Double and Triple sided options.
All models available with Automatic Weight Control.
Touch Screen Control with data recorded and indicated during operation

SM Series
The comprehensive SM range of high speed mixers covers models with working capacities from 5 to 600 litres.
All models feature touch screen control systems
Capsule Filling Machines

**STI Model 10**
STI Model 10 Semi-automatic Capsule Filling Machine working at speeds of up to 25,000 per hour. Equipment complimented by Capsule Polishing equipment

**Liquid Fill  STI LF-10**
The STI LF-10 Liquid Fill Semi-automatic machine for handling liquid or semi liquid products into hard shell capsules.

Capsule Banding Machines

**Lab Top Bander**
Lab Top Bander Bench mounted unit for research and development purposes

**CB-15**
CB - 15 Capsule Banding equipment
For production speeds up to 15,000 per hour
**Semi Automatic Filling Machines**
- Bench mounted filling equipment for liquid and semi-liquid products
- Capping equipment

**Series PD**
Models with Filling Ranges from 0.2-2 ml up to 500-5000 ml.

**Series FG**
Filling Ranges from 3-1200 ml
Choice of Manual, Pneumatic or Electrical operation

**‘Minican’ Filling and Closing Machines**
- Monoblock Filling
- Capping
- Labelling and/or sleeving equipment lines to specific needs
- Tube Filling
- Bag Filling
- Single Station Tablet Press

**Capping Machines**
For closing bottles, tins, jars and screw caps

**Servo Driven Machines**
- Servo driven, flow meter systems, either single head or multi-head

**Custom Designed Production Systems**
Quality purpose built machines designed specially to suit individual needs.
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• Manual Capsule Filling Equipment
• Capsule and Tablet Counters Stand-alone or with Capping Stations for Press-on and Screw Caps
• Powder Mixers
• Dosing Systems
• Blister Pack Machines

**MS-1**
Automatic Capsule Inserter
This item loads the empty Capsules into filling jigs which are then used on the MS-3 and MS6-AUT machines

**MS-3N**
Manual Capsule device for Opening, Filling and Closing capsules

**MS-6 AUT**
Semi-Automatic Capsule device for Opening, Filling and Closing capsules

**MC-100**
Combined Capsule loader and Filler designed for laboratory use

**Electronic Counting Machines**

**CPE-6**
A Touch Screen PLC Controlled Electronic Tablet and Capsule Counter

**AB-1**
Manually operated blister sealing device Ideal for R & D and small scale production
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NH Gear Pump Filling machine

Low cost option and digitally controlled for handling a wide range of liquid and semi-liquid products
Mastermeasure

A range of accurate, versatile, volumetric filling machines for all types of liquid

- Made to order in capacities from 50ml to 25 litres or Imperial equivalent
- Hand operated
- Inexpensive and simple to use
- Suitable for a wide range of applications
- Can be sited anywhere as electricity or air supply is not required

Glenvale Packaging was formed in 1993 by its present owners to provide liquid filling equipment and associated machinery to industry. The company gained ISO 9001:2000 certification in June 1997. The bedrock of the company is its own product: The ‘Mastermeasure’ range of simple liquid filling equipment. Built under our control in Northamptonshire, units have been supplied throughout the world, handling a diverse range of liquid products in all sectors of industry. Glenvale Packaging has now expanded and now represents, in the UK, the following companies:

- Sejong Pharmatech Co.Ltd., South Korea
- Schaefer Technologies, USA
- Wick Machinery, Austria
- Multipharma, Italy
- Parle Tablet Tools PVT. Ltd, India